Let’s play a game and broaden our ethical horizons in decision-making!

By SIP GLEG (NO. 9)

17:50 - 20:10, 2. MAR. 2017 (THU)

GSDM STUDENT ROOM
(Eng. Bld. 8 Room 536, Hongo campus, University of Tokyo)

LAID-BACK BASIS
- Ethical issues are serious
- That doesn’t mean the learning process needs to be serious

INTERACTIVE STRUCTURE
- Broaden our horizon by playing an eye-opening game
- Know ourselves through a talk by a spirited expert
- Find what we can do for a better world all together

EVERYONE IS HEARTY WELCOME. TAKE 20 SEC TO SIGN-UP → IMPORTANT: BRING YOUR DEVICE (laptop is recommended)

GUEST SPEAKER
Prof. Kojiro Honda
Kanazawa Medical University
An expert in education of engineering ethics